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Solder On Gold Contacts
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Fix em fast!
Here's the perfect
kit for replating
soldercontaminatedgold
edge contacts.
Unique plating probes use prewrapped. screw-on plating
anodes.
CircuitMedic
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Can you track every job
in your factory?
Aegis Software provides factory-wide active WIPtracking as
part of a single. holistic software solution that includes
everything from process planningand launch to analytics and
traceabilily. Cick here to learn more...
Aegis Software
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it's PCI Express range to now include LPT

Liverpool UK - Bralnboxes. a leader in Bluetoolh and serial
connectivity. is expanding its pCI Express range. The latest cards add
LpT ports to the range. The three latest variations are pX-157 - Low
Profile LpT Port. PX-146 - standard Height LPT Port and pX-475Standard Height LPT +1 RS232 Port
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Selective
soldering
machinesAre Two Heads better than
One?
ThiswMe
•
paper
examines the
flexibilily and advantBges of
selective min~wBve soldering
including dUB'functioning
nozzles. There are mony
factors for considering selective
min~wave soldering including
lead-free trans~ion. Download

now ...
The uPCI versions of these cards are top sellers for Brainboxes and
as more customers move from uPCI to PCle we remain committed to
ensuring that we provide connectMty solutions which keep pace w~h
Ihe advances in technology and their end user reqUirements.
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Systems

These LPT variations have been designed and manufactured inhouse and will be a great addition to the current range of PCI
Express. As LpT ports are no longer buill inlo pCs these cards will
allow you to in dude printer connectivity used in many industrial and
retail applications.
Few of the latest pCI Express pCs come with the long established
LpT printer port. These can now be added using Brain boxes
products. the cards provide tully bi-dlrectional Standard Printer Ports
(SPP) allowing complete backwards compatibility With a wide range
of peripherals. They also come with Brainboxes' acclaimed customer
support package. including Lifetime Warranty & Support, thai makes
Brainboxes stand out above other manufacturers and makes them
the serial card supplier of choice for companies around the world.
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The OLTechnology
EZ-FLO needles are
cllstom-designed for
a variety of precision
applications. Each
needle is I113chined
from solid stainless steel BS
opposed to rolled tubing. The
resu~ingsmoother internBIprofile
enhances material now and
consistency.
DL Technology

Eamonn Walsh. Brainboxes Managing Director stated "These
products have been designed to meet the continuing demand for
parallel ports while integrating with the lalest technology. For
example:
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·One of our roll outs. for a European Post Office. use these cards to
connect to a label and receipt printer in their EpOS system. Our cards
ensure that they can continue to benefit from pervious investments in
peripherals that connect to devices with serial and printer ports while
using the latesl technology of PC platforms.'
Another application of Brainboxes LpT products is with an EpOS
System Integrator. The self-service till used in the US and Europe,
requires an additional receipt printer. Systems Integrators chose
Brainboxes cards ahead of any others because of our reputation for
providing reliable fit and forget solutions.
The full PCI Express range comprises Standard Height and Low
Profile versions of 1. 2. 3. 4 & 8 Port varianls in RS232 and 1, 2 & 4
Port RS422/485. Opto isolated versions also available. Cards are
supplied with an installation CD induding manual. Microsoft signed
drivers & utilities. Brainboxes is a Microsort Certified Gold Partner and
these cards are compatible with 32 bit and 64 bit editions of
Windows Server 2008, Vista, XI', Server 2003 and 2000. ThiS range
also comes with Brainboxes' acdaimed Serial Solutions software.
which is Installed in hundreds of thousands of systems worldwide
and is recognised to provide industry leading stability and reliability.

Dispensing
Clear Green Cartridges
Provide Several
Advantages
over opaque green
cartridges that untd
now were the only
choice avaiBble. EBsy
to mon~orand robust
construcbon minimizes
the risk of cracking Bnd splilling
often encountered with otller
cBrtridges.
EFO, Inc.

